Amazon sable database

When people hear that Amazon is on the verge of concluding an enterprise-level, multiyear
initiative to move the company's data from Oracle databases onto Amazon Web Services AWS ,
this question might come to mind: Why wasn't the online retail powerhouse, known for its use
of leading-edge technologies, already taking advantage of the variety, scale, reliability, and
cost-effectiveness of AWSâ€”especially considering that the two are part of the same
company? The first part of the answer is that Amazon was born long before AWS, in an era
when monolithic, on-premises database solutions like Oracle still made the most sense for
storing and managing data at enterprise scale. And, the second is thatâ€”even though that era
is now overâ€”there are big obstacles to disengaging from Oracle, as many enterprises that
want to shift to AWS know all too well. Amazon is guided by four principles: customer
obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention, commitment to operational
excellence, and long-term thinking. In Amazon's case, obstacles to leaving Oracle included the
size of the company's fleetâ€”more than 5, databases connected to a variety of
non-standardized systems, with ownerships and dependencies that were not centrally
inventoried. There were personnel-related risks as well. The careers of many Amazon
employees were based on Oracle database platforms. Would they fully support the move?
Would some just leave? Similar challenges face the many other companies that want to switch
from Oracle to AWS. Just like those other companies, Amazon had urgent reasons to make it
work. Amazon engineers were wasting too much time on complicated and error-prone database
administration, provisioning, and capacity planning. The company's steep growth
trajectoryâ€”and sharply rising throughputâ€”required more and more Oracle database shards,
with all the added operations and maintenance overhead those bring. And then there were the
costs: business as usual on Oracle would increase the millions of dollars Amazon was already
paying for its license: a jaw-dropping 10 percent a year. That was then. Today, Amazon stands
on the verge of completing the migration of about 50 petabytes of data and shutting down the
last of those 5, Oracle databases. How did the company pull off this massive migration?
Amazon faced two key challenges during the migration. One was how to tackle the large-scale
program management necessary to motivate its diverse, globally distributed teams to embrace
the project and track its progress. The other was the technical complexity of the migration. For
the project to be successful, it was clear that the company's business lines would need
centralized coordination, education, and technical support. To overcome these challenges,
Amazon began by creating an enterprise Program Management Office PMO , which set clear
performance requirements and established weekly, monthly, and quarterly reviews with each
service team to track and report progress and program status. This sponsorship ensured that
our many distributed tech teams had a clear, unambiguous focus and were committed to deliver
these goals. Relentless focus on delivery ensured that disruption to other business priorities
was minimized while achieving a significant architectural refresh of core systems. Also key to
the project's success was an AWS technical core team of experienced solutions architects and
database engineers. This team made recommendations as to which AWS services would be
best suited for each category of Amazon data being migrated from Oracle, including:. This team
also provided formal instruction about specific AWS services, ran hands-on labs, offered
one-on-one consultations and coordinated direct assistance by AWS product teams for Amazon
businesses experiencing specific challenges. Amazon also thought carefully about how best to
help its Oracle database administrators transition onto the new career paths now open to them.
One option was to help them gain the skills necessary to become AWS solutions architects.
Another was a managerial role in which an Oracle background would be helpful during the
ongoing process of bridging traditional Oracle-based environments and AWS Cloud
environments. Migrating to AWS has cut Amazon's annual database operating costs by more
than half, despite having provisioned higher capacity after the move. Database-administration
and hardware-management overhead have been greatly reduced, and cost allocation across
teams is much simpler than before. Most of the services that were replatformed to Amazon
DynamoDBâ€”typically the most critical services, requiring high availability and single-digit
millisecond latency at scaleâ€”saw a percent reduction in latency, despite now handling twice
the volume of transactions. During the migration, service teams also took the opportunity to
further stabilize services, eliminate technical debt, and fully document all code and
dependencies. Reflecting on the scope of the projectâ€”a migration that affected services,
thousands of microservices, tens of thousands of employees, and millions of customers, and
that resulted in an AWS database footprint for Amazon larger than for 90 percent of its fellow
AWS customersâ€”Amazon. If a company like Amazon can move so many decentralized,
globally distributed databases from Oracle to AWS, it's really within the reach of almost any
enterprise. About Amazon. Untangling from Oracle: Easier Said Than Done In Amazon's case,
obstacles to leaving Oracle included the size of the company's fleetâ€”more than 5, databases

connected to a variety of non-standardized systems, with ownerships and dependencies that
were not centrally inventoried. Managing Culture Change and Technical Complexity Amazon
faced two key challenges during the migration. This team made recommendations as to which
AWS services would be best suited for each category of Amazon data being migrated from
Oracle, including: Amazon DynamoDB : recommended for critical services requiring high
availability, mutating schemas, and consistent, single-digit millisecond latency at scale.
Amazon Aurora : recommended for services with stable schemas requiring high availability and
strong referential integrity. Amazon Simple Storage Service Amazon S3 : recommended for
inexpensive, long term storage of relational and non-relational data. The source database
remains fully operational during the migration, minimizing downtime to applications that rely on
the database. DMS can migrate data to and from most widely used commercial and open-source
databases. AWS Schema Conversion Tool AWS SCT : makes heterogeneous database
migrations predictable by automatically converting the source database schema and a majority
of the database code objects, including views, stored procedures, and functions, to a format
compatible with the target database. PostgreSQL has become the preferred open source
relational database for many enterprise developers and start-ups, powering leading business
and mobile applications. Amazon RDS manages complex and time-consuming administrative
tasks such as PostgreSQL software installation and upgrades; storage management; replication
for high availability and read throughput; and backups for disaster recovery. This means that
the code, applications, and tools you already use today with your existing databases can be
used with Amazon RDS. Amazon RDS supports PostgreSQL major version 12 , which includes a
number of enhancements to performance, robustness, transaction management, query
parallelism, and more. Database parameter groups provide granular control and fine-tuning of
your PostgreSQL database. General Purpose storage provides cost-effective storage for small
or medium-sized workloads. As your storage requirements grow you can provision additional
storage on-the-fly with zero downtime. The automated backup feature of Amazon RDS enables
recovery of your PostgreSQL database instance to any point in time within your specified
retention period of up to thirty five days. In addition, you can perform user-initiated backups of
your DB Instance. These full database backups will be stored by Amazon RDS until you
explicitly delete them. Amazon RDS Read Replicas make it easy to elastically scale out beyond
the capacity constraints of a single databse instance for read-heavy database workloads.
Backup and recovery The automated backup feature of Amazon RDS enables recovery of your
PostgreSQL database instance to any point in time within your specified retention period of up
to thirty five days. High availability and read replicas Amazon RDS Multi-AZ deployments
provide enhanced availability and durability for your PostgreSQL databases, making them a
natural fit for production database workloads. Featured Customers. Check out the product
details. Sign up for a free account. Start building in the console. Amazon RDS for MySQL frees
you up to focus on application development by managing time-consuming database
administration tasks including backups, software patching, monitoring, scaling and replication.
Database parameter groups provide granular control and fine-tuning of your MySQL database.
General Purpose storage provides cost-effective storage for small or medium-sized workloads.
As your storage requirements grow you can provision additional storage on-the-fly with zero
downtime. The automated backup feature of Amazon RDS enables recovery of your MySQL
database instance to any point in time within your specified retention period of up to thirty five
days. In addition, you can perform user-initiated backups of your DB Instance. These full
database backups will be stored by Amazon RDS until you explicitly delete them. Amazon RDS
Read Replicas make it easy to elastically scale out beyond the capacity constraints of a single
databse instance for read-heavy database workloads. Backup and recovery The automated
backup feature of Amazon RDS enables recovery of your MySQL database instance to any point
in time within your specified retention period of up to thirty five days. Check out the product
details. Sign up for a free account. Start building in the console. Get relational databases that
are X faster than popular alternatives, or non-relational databases that give you microsecond to
sub-millisecond latency. Start small and scale as your applications grow. You can scale your
database's compute and storage resources easily, often with no downtime. AWS continuously
monitors your clusters to keep your workloads running with self-healing storage and automated
scaling, so that you can focus on application development. AWS databases are built for
business-critical, enterprise workloads, offering high availability, reliability, and security. These
databases support multi-region, multi-master replication, and provide full oversight of your data
with multiple levels of security, including network isolation, and end-to-end encryption.
Relational databases store data with predefined schemas and relationships between them.
These databases are designed to support ACID transactions, and maintain referential integrity
and strong data consistency. Key-value databases are optimized for common access patterns,

typically to store and retrieve large volumes of data. These databases deliver quick response
times, even in extreme volumes of concurrent requests. In-memory databases are used for
applications that require real-time access to data. By storing data directly in memory, these
databases deliver microsecond latency to applications for whom millisecond latency is not
enough. Managed, Memcached-compatible, in-memory store. Sub-millisecond latency to power
real-time applications. Redis compatible in-memory data store built for the cloud. Power
real-time applications with sub-millisecond latency. A document database is designed to store
semistructured data as JSON-like documents. These databases help developers build and
update applications quickly. A wide column store is a type of NoSQL database. It uses tables,
rows, and columns, but unlike a relational database, the names and format of the columns can
vary from row to row in the same table. Graph databases are for applications that need to
navigate and query millions of relationships between highly connected graph datasets with
millisecond latency at large scale. Time-series databases efficiently collect, synthesize, and
derive insights from data that changes over time and with queries spanning time intervals.
Ledger databases provide a centralized and trusted authority to maintain a scalable, immutable,
and cryptographically verifiable record of transactions for every application. Fully managed
ledger database that provides a transparent, immutable, and cryptographically verifiable
transaction log. Owned by a central trusted authorit. AWS offers a broad range of fully managed
database services that are purpose-built for every major use case. AWS offers the broadest
range of 15 purpose-built database services. These databases are optimized to give you the
performance, scale, and availability that you need to support your most demanding workloads.
AWS provides open-source compatible databases that are built for the cloud with commercial
grade performance, availability, and scale at a fraction of the cost. Samsung migrated 1. The
Pokemon Company migrated to purpose-built AWS databases and saved tens of thousands of
dollars per month. Hundreds of thousands of customers rely on AWS databases. Performance
at scale. Fully managed. Database services Database type. Use cases. AWS service. Relational
Relational Database Relational databases store data with predefined schemas and relationships
between them. Amazon Redshift The most popular and fastest cloud data warehouse. Key-value
Key-value Database Key-value databases are optimized for common access patterns, typically
to store and retrieve large volumes of data. High-traffic web apps, e-commerce systems, gaming
applications. In-memory In-memory Database In-memory databases are used for applications
that require real-time access to data. Caching, session management, gaming leaderboards,
geospatial applications. Amazon ElastiCache for Redis Redis compatible in-memory data store
built for the cloud. Content management, catalogs, user profiles. High scale industrial apps for
equipment maintenance, fleet management, and route optimization. Graph Graph Database
Graph databases are for applications that need to navigate and query millions of relationships
between highly connected graph datasets with millisecond latency at large scale. Fraud
detection, social networking, recommendation engines. Amazon Neptune Fast, reliable graph
database built for the cloud. Time series Time Series Database Time-series databases efficiently
collect, synthesize, and derive insights from data that changes over time and with queries
spanning time intervals. IoT applications, DevOps, industrial telemetry. Amazon Timestream
Fast, scalable, fully managed time series database. Ledger Ledger Database Ledger databases
provide a centralized and trusted authority to maintain a scalable, immutable, and
cryptographically verifiable record of transactions for every application. Systems of record,
supply chain, registrations, banking transactions. Amazon Quantum Ledger Database QLDB
Fully managed ledger database that provides a transparent, immutable, and cryptographically
verifiable transaction log. Use cases AWS offers a broad range of fully managed database
services that are purpose-built for every major use case. Move to managed databases Move to
fully managed database services in the cloud to automate the time consuming tasks of setting
up, managing, and scaling databases, so you can spend more time on application development
vs the undifferentiated heavy lifting of provisioning and managing databases on-premises.
Build modern apps with purpose-built databases AWS offers the broadest range of 15
purpose-built database services. Case studies. Related content What's New. Date Newest to
Oldest. No results found. Gartner report. Forrester report. Amazon Aurora global databases
span multiple AWS Regions, enabling low latency global reads and providing fast recovery from
the rare outage that might affect an entire AWS Region. By using an Amazon Aurora global
database, you can run your globally distributed applications using a single Aurora database
that spans multiple AWS Regions. Aurora replicates data to the secondary AWS Regions using
dedicated infrastructure, with latency typically under a second. You can scale up each
secondary cluster independently, by adding one or more Aurora Replicas read-only Aurora DB
instances to serve read-only workloads. Only the primary cluster performs write operations.
Clients that perform write operations connect to the DB cluster endpoint of the primary DB

cluster. As shown in the diagram, Aurora global database uses the cluster storage volume and
not the database engine for replication. To learn more, see Overview of Aurora storage. Aurora
global databases are designed for applications with a worldwide footprint. By using features
such as write forwarding, you can also configure an Aurora MySQLâ€”based global database so
that secondary clusters send data to the primary. For more information, see Using write
forwarding in an Amazon Aurora global database. An Aurora global database can support two
different approaches to failover. The unplanned failover process allows you to recover your
Aurora global database after an outage in the primary Region, by failing over to another Region
cross-Region failover. For more information about this manual process, see Recovering an
Amazon Aurora global database from an unplanned outage. For disaster preparedness, planned
managed failover allows you to relocate the primary cluster of a healthy Aurora global database
to one of its secondary Regions with no data loss. To learn more, see Managed planned failover
for Amazon Aurora global databases. Global reads with local latency â€” If you have offices
around the world, you can use an Aurora global database to keep your main sources of
information updated in the primary AWS Region. Offices in your other Regions can access the
information in their own Region, with local latency. The secondary cluster is read-only, so it can
support up to 16 read-only Aurora Replica instances rather than the usual limit of 15 for a single
Aurora cluster. Fast replication from primary to secondary Aurora DB clusters â€” The
replication performed by an Aurora global database has little performance impact on the
primary DB cluster. The resources of the DB instances are fully devoted to serve application
read and write workloads. Recovery from Region-wide outages â€” The secondary clusters
allow you to make an Aurora global database available in a new primary AWS Region more
quickly lower RTO and with less data loss lower RPO than traditional replication solutions. For
more information, see Aurora global databases. Aurora global databases have certain
configuration requirements for supported Aurora DB instance classes, maximum number of
AWS Regions, and so on. For more information, see Configuration requirements of an Amazon
Aurora global database. Managed planned failover for Aurora global databases requires one of
the following Aurora database engines:. Aurora MySQL 5. Aurora PostgreSQL versions To
upgrade an Aurora global database, upgrade all secondary clusters before upgrading the
primary cluster. You can't stop or start the Aurora DB clusters in your Aurora global database
individually. Aurora Replicas attached to the primary Aurora DB cluster can restart under
certain circumstances. The cluster is then unavailable until all replicas are back in sync with the
primary DB cluster's writer instance. This behavior is expected, and is documented in
Replication with Amazon Aurora. Be sure that you understand the impacts to your Aurora global
database before making changes to your primary DB cluster. To learn more, see Recovering an
Amazon Aurora global database from an unplanned outage. Attempts to do so time out, and the
secondary cluster is not created. We recommend that you create secondary DB clusters for
your Aurora global databases by using the same version of the Aurora DB engine as the
primary. For more information, see Creating an Amazon Aurora global database. Javascript is
disabled or is unavailable in your browser. Please refer to your browser's Help pages for
instructions. If you've got a moment, please tell us what we did right so we can do more of it.
Thanks for letting us know this page needs work. We're sorry we let you down. If you've got a
moment, please tell us how we can make the documentation better. Overview of Aurora global
databases Advantages of Amazon Aurora global databases Limitations of Aurora global
databases. Using Amazon Aurora global databases. Aurora multi-master clusters Aurora
Serverless v1 Backtracking in Aurora. Document Conventions. Restoring an Aurora Serverless
v2 preview DB cluster. Getting started with Aurora global databases. Did this page help you?
Thanks for letting us know we're doing a good job! Aurora PostgreSQL Amazon DynamoDB is a
key-value and document database that delivers single-digit millisecond performance at any
scale. It's a fully managed, multi-region, multi-active, durable database with built-in security,
backup and restore, and in-memory caching for internet-scale applications. DynamoDB can
handle more than 10 trillion requests per day and can support peaks of more than 20 million
requests per second. Many of the world's fastest growing businesses such as Lyft, Airbnb, and
Redfin as well as enterprises such as Samsung, Toyota, and Capital One depend on the scale
and performance of DynamoDB to support their mission-critical workloads. Hundreds of
thousands of AWS customers have chosen DynamoDB as their key-value and document
database for mobile, web, gaming, ad tech, IoT, and other applications that need low-latency
data access at any scale. Create a new table for your application and let DynamoDB handle the
rest. You can build applications with virtually unlimited throughput and storage. DynamoDB
global tables replicate your data across multiple AWS Regions to give you fast, local access to
data for your globally distributed applications. For use cases that require even faster access
with microsecond latency, DynamoDB Accelerator DAX provides a fully managed in-memory

cache. DynamoDB is serverless with no servers to provision, patch, or manage and no software
to install, maintain, or operate. DynamoDB automatically scales tables up and down to adjust
for capacity and maintain performance. Availability and fault tolerance are built in, eliminating
the need to architect your applications for these capabilities. DynamoDB provides both
provisioned and on-demand capacity modes so that you can optimize costs by specifying
capacity per workload, or paying for only the resources you consume. DynamoDB encrypts all
data by default and provides fine-grained identity and access control on all your tables. You can
create full backups of hundreds of terabytes of data instantly with no performance impact to
your tables, and recover to any point in time in the preceding 35 days with no downtime. You
also can export your DynamoDB table data to your data lake in Amazon S3 to perform analytics
at any scale. DynamoDB is also backed by a service level agreement for guaranteed availability.
Build powerful web applications that automatically scale up and down. You don't need to
maintain servers, and your applications have automated high availability. Use DynamoDB and
AWS AppSync to build interactive mobile and web apps with real-time updates, offline data
access, and data sync with built-in conflict resolution. Reference architecture: Sample code.
Build flexible and reusable microservices using DynamoDB as a serverless data store for
consistent and fast performance. Companies in the advertising technology ad tech vertical use
DynamoDB as a key-value store for storing various kinds of marketing data, such as user
profiles, user events, clicks, and visited links. Applicable use cases include real-time bidding
RTB , ad targeting, and attribution. These use cases require a high request rate millions of
requests per second , low predictable latency, and reliability. Increasingly, ad tech companies
need to deploy their RTB and ad targeting platforms in more than one geographical AWS
Region, which requires data replication between Regions. Companies in the gaming vertical use
DynamoDB in all capabilities of game platforms, including game state, player data, session
history, and leaderboards. The main benefits that these companies get from DynamoDB are its
ability to scale reliably to millions of concurrent users and requests while ensuring consistently
low latency measured in single-digit milliseconds. In addition, as a fully managed service,
DynamoDB has no operational overhead, so game developers can focus on developing their
games instead of managing databases. Many companies in the retail space use common
DynamoDB design patterns to deliver consistently low latency for mission-critical use cases.
Being free from scaling concerns and operational burden is a key competitive advantage and an
enabler for high-velocity, extreme-scaled events such as Amazon Prime Day, whose magnitudes
are difficult to forecast. Scaling up and down allows these customers to pay only for the
capacity they need and keeps precious technical resources focused on innovations rather than
operations. As companies in banking and finance build more cloud-native applications, they
seek to use fully managed services to increase agility, reduce time to market, and minimize
operational overhead. At the same time, they have to ensure the security, reliability, and high
availability of their applications. As these companies expand their existing services that are
backed by legacy mainframe systems, they find that legacy systems are unable to meet the
scalability demands of their growing user base, new platforms such as mobile applications, and
the resulting increases in traffic. To solve this problem, they replicate data from their
mainframes to the cloud to offload the traffic. Media and entertainment companies use
DynamoDB when they require an extreme scale of throughput and concurrency, low latency,
and reliability. DynamoDB scales elastically to handle the load and maintains low latency that is
critical for real-time scenarios, such as video streaming and interactive content. In such
scenarios, the number of concurrent users can reach millions, and no database handles that
kind of concurrency as well as DynamoDB. Despite such high concurrency, the latency remains
low, affording individual users optimal user experience, whether it involves retrieving their
media, or participating in an interactive, real-time event. These companies use DynamoDB to
address their scalability challenges and to keep their focus on feature development and not on
database management. One key commonality among software companies and many other
DynamoDB customers is internet scale. This concurrency is measured in millions of users and
connections, and request rates can easily reach millions per second. DynamoDB has a proven
record of being able to handle internet-scale use cases and their requirements while
maintaining consistent, single-digit millisecond latency. With global tables, DynamoDB
customers can easily expand their applications to multiple AWS Regions for global reach and
business continuity. Nike Digital migrated their large clusters of Cassandra to a fully managed
Amazon DynamoDB, allowing more resources for better customer experience. The U. Census
Bureau uses DynamoDB to scale response collection on mobile or desktop, allowing people to
participate in its decennial count online for the first time. Samsung Electronics uses Amazon
DynamoDB for their petabyte-sized mobile app backups, resulting in consistent high
performance and cost savings. Capital One uses DynamoDB to reduce latency for their mobile

applications by moving their mainframe transactions to a serverless architecture for unbound
scale. Lyft leverages the scalability of DynamoDB for multiple data stores, including a
ride-tracking system that stores GPS coordinates for all rides. Tinder migrated user data to
DynamoDB with zero downtime and leveraged the scalability of DynamoDB to meet the needs of
their growing global user base. Airbnb uses DynamoDB to scale their operations to a global
user base, while optimizing their real-time processing workflows to analyze data. Rockset's
direct integration with DynamoDB, through DynamoDB Streams, enables them to iterate fast
and gain huge time savings that benefit their customers. Expedia built a rich, high-performance
streaming system using DynamoDB to deliver fast, on-demand access to reference data sets for
analytics. Snap migrated their largest storage workload, Snapchat Stories, to DynamoDB and
improved performance while reducing costs. GE Aviation rearchitected their plotting and
data-query application for cost savings, scalability, and performance using Amazon DynamoDB.
Amazon workflow engines run on DynamoDB for millisecond response times, allowing
customers to get their orders faster. Learn more about performance at scale, serverless, and
enterprise-ready features. No servers to manage DynamoDB is serverless with no servers to
provision, patch, or manage and no software to install, maintain, or operate. Applications
Serverless Web Apps Build powerful web applications that automatically scale up and down.
Microservices Build flexible and reusable microservices using DynamoDB as a serverless data
store for consistent and fast performance. Use cases Ad Tech Companies in the advertising
technology ad tech vertical use DynamoDB as a key-value store for storing various kinds of
marketing data, such as user profiles, user events, clicks, and visited links. Gaming Companies
in the gaming vertical use DynamoDB in all capabilities of game platforms, including game
state, player data, session history, and leaderboards. Retail Many companies in the retail space
use common DynamoDB design patterns to deliver consistently low latency for mission-critical
use cases. Banking and Finance As companies in banking and finance build more cloud-native
applications, they seek to use fully managed services to increase agility, reduce time to market,
and minimize operational overhead. Media and entertainment Media and entertainment
companies use DynamoDB when they require an extreme scale of throughput and concurrency,
low latency, and reliability. Software and internet One key commonality among software
companies and many other DynamoDB customers is internet scale. Customers Nike. Show less.
Check out the product features. Sign up for a free account. Start building in the console.
Amazon's emergence as a major provider of data center technology has turned many of its
longtime suppliers, including Oracle , into heated rivals. Now Amazon is dealing yet another
blow to Oracle. The e-commerce giant, having already moved much of its infrastructure
internally to Amazon Web Services, plans to be completely off Oracle's proprietary database
software by the first quarter of , according to people familiar with the matter. The shift is another
sign of Amazon's rapid ascent in enterprise computing and further shows how much Oracle is
struggling to keep pace as businesses move workloads to the cloud and away from traditional
data centers. Propelled in part by expansion at AWS, which reported 49 percent revenue growth
for the second quarter, Amazon passed Alphabet earlier this year to become the second most
valuable publicly traded company in the world. Meanwhile, Oracle is about the same size it was
four years ago and the stock is just above where it was trading at the end of Oracle shares
dropped by about 1 percent after the initial report Wednesday. Amazon began moving off Oracle
about four or five years ago, said one of the people, who asked not to be named because the
project is confidential. Some parts of Amazon's core shopping business still rely on Oracle, the
person said, and the full migration should wrap up in about 14 to 20 months. Another person
said that Amazon had been considering a departure from Oracle for years before the transition
began but decided at the time that it would require too much engineering work with perhaps too
little payoff. The primary issue Amazon has faced on Oracle is the inability for the database
technology to scale to meet Amazon's performance needs, a person familiar with the matter
said. Another person, who said the move could be completed by mid, added that there hasn't
been any development of new technology relying on Oracle databases for quite a while.
Amazon's infrastructure is certainly not foolproof. The company's constant need for capacity
upgrades turned into a near crisis during Amazon's Prime Day shopping extravaganza last
month, when the company's systems proved incapable of handling a sudden traffic surge.
Shoppers reported numerous errors trying to access the site and CNBC learned the snafu was
related to a breakdown in an internal program called Sable, which is used by Amazon to provide
storage services to its retail and digital businesses. The Information reported on Amazon's
efforts to reduce its Oracle dependency in January. Analyst Brian White of Drexel Hamilton
issued a note disputing the report, pointing to remarks Oracle Chairman Larry Ellison had made
on the company's December earnings call. That company is Amazon. Ellison continued by
noting that "competitors, who have no reason to like us very much, continue to invest in and

run their entire business on Oracle. An Amazon spokesperson declined to comment for this
story. The two companies have been in a heated war of words. Last year Oracle executives
boasted about the cost advantages of using its database software. The rivalry kicked off in
earnest in after AWS introduced the Aurora relational database service, taking aim at Oracle's
core market. AWS also offers a tool that allows businesses to move databases to the cloud. In a
meeting with analysts, Ellison said that Amazon's cloud still wasn't ready for primetime, and
that as Oracle's big customers moved to the cloud, they would push their databases to Oracle's
services. But since then Oracle has failed to pick up notable market share in cloud
infrastructure. Investors are now left guessing about the size of Oracle's cloud services, after
the company last quarter stopped disclosing the amount of revenue it brings in from that
business. Skip Navigation. Markets Pre-Markets U. Key Points. Amazon has been moving off
Oracle for several years and has plans to complete the transition next year, according to people
familiar with the matter. Oracle has been unable to keep up with AWS and other vendors in
cloud infrastructure. VIDEO Squawk on the Street. Related Tags. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Transform your home
into your very own oasis of pure comfort. Lean back as we provide everything you need to
achieve the most comforting and warm ambience for your home. Sable is the first brand to
specially develop their new ski goggles with graphene heating film technology to prevent foggy
lenses and provide excellent optics. This breakthrough high-performance anti-fog system works
seamlessly as you hit the slopes, effectively combating moisture buildup, eliminating fog, and
guaranteeing you crystal-clear visibility when skiing. Designed with a widened elastic band and
slip-resistant silicone strips to keep the ski goggles firmly in place on different sized helmets.
Graphene heating film emits far infrared rays on a wavelength similar to the human body, it will
not cause you any harm. Press the power button to switch between two heating levels, Green
indicator for low heat and Yellow for high heat. Skip to main content. You can return the item for
any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns.
How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 19 hrs and 42 mins Details. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Sold by. LFT Store. Ski Goggles with Heated G Include Add a Protection
Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due to normal use covered for portable products and
power surges covered from day one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty.
Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase
price of your covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a
gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the Sable Store. About this item This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. FREE Shipping. Sold by Outdoor
Master and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product Description. See Clearer, Ski Safer Sable is the first brand to
specially develop their new ski goggles with graphene heating film technology to prevent foggy
lenses and provide excellent optics. Helmet Compatible Designed with a widened elastic band
and slip-resistant silicone strips to keep the ski goggles firmly in place on different sized
helmets. Harmless Far Infrared Ray Graphene heating film emits far infrared rays on a
wavelength similar to the human body, it will not cause you any harm. Compare with similar
items. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I waited until I could put these
goggles through their paces under the usual circumstances I use goggles. With this set up, I am
ensuring that my face is warm but also pushing more exhaled breath directly up into the
goggles. Fogging: The first time was just to go for a walk to the store, the goggles were set on
low and I had zero fogging on the goggles or on my glasses inside for the entire trip. The
second time was for use while snow blowing. Again I had the goggles set to low. There was
light power blowing into my face constantly and these goggles never fogged up once. I was
breathing normally for the duration. The third time was when I was removing a windrow from my
back lane after the plows had come by. This was hard work and I was breathing heavily towards
the end. The goggles were set to high and did fog up on occasion, but when I stopped deep
breathing through my mouth and took a break, they quickly cleared up. Comfort: I found these

very comfortable to wear with my glasses. My glasses are about They are very comfortable to
wear, and the added weight of the battery packs is hardly noticeable when you're wearing them.
Even someone like me with a very small head will have no problem wearing these once the head
band is adjusted properly. The anti fogging is great and the fact that I can wear them with my
glasses is just icing on the cake. My glasses never fogged up once, and I felt no pinching on the
sides, they were comfortable to the point of forgetting I'm wearing them. Just to point out what a
great purchase these are they have included 2 free items that nobody else has mentioned. I
would doubt any 5 star review if I knew about these gifts if I didn't try them for myself and they
didn't mention them. They have included a registration card that turns the 12 month warranty
into a lifetime warranty. I would have given them 5 stars anyways, and they are so confident that
you will to that they give you this added bonus. Have a major sight problem in cold weather with
eyes tearing similar, but worse, to height of the pollen season and I wear glasses. Need a means
of keeping the eyes above freezing so I can function outdoors. Have tried various goggles and
masks but obtain only temporary relief measured in minutes. These goggles seemed ideal but
no dimensions on the size of glasses that would fit and when I received them this seemed to be
a major short coming as I am used to safety goggle that fit over the spectacle wearer. Went to
Sable website in hope they might have wider goggles and came across the included thumbnail
with spectacle dimensions. Now no problems with tearing. Nothing but praise for the goggles,
however, on the tight side. Would strongly recommend seller includes attached thumbnail in
Amazon information to assist other poor souls. This, from Sable, is high end technology:
graphene! Doubt it will continue to sell at this low price once word gets around. Update I see
when ordering for my son that there is an over the glasses thumb nail - clearest in the more
expensive version. Still if the information was in the main body of description would have
helped. By Ogilvie on February 2, Images in this review. One person found this helpful. From
what I can tell my head sweats and fog is inevitable. The fan goggles worked but cost 5x as
much and some days just simply would not turn on due to a poorly designed battery and wiring
system. I can wait until the first sign of fog, usually after runs, and turn on the low heat setting.
The low heat setting clears up any initial fog and keeps it out all day. If I do fall, have to hike, or
remove my goggles and fog begins to creep in I turn the temperature up and the fog is gone.
The battery and cable connections are secure and have not caused any issues, the heat turns
on every time I need it. I am likely going to give away all my expensive goggles I usually carry 3
to swap out as they fog up in favor of 2 of these. I say 2 because they are SO cheap having a
backup is just smart. I am a snowmobiler and have always had problems with hemet lens
fogging up on me. Recently took a trip to Eagle River, Wisconsin to snowmobile and the
weather was negative degree temperatures the entire trip. I did not fog up one time the whole
weekend with these goggles. They worked great. Lens tint for me was perfect for both lens. I
had no difficulties during the day or night when riding and the goggles fit perfectly within my
helmet. Foam around goggles protected my face and the quality of the goggles for the price was
incredible. Very much worth the cost for a set of heated goggles. Battery life was also great. I
would just turn them off when we stopped and they lasted pretty much the entire day and night
of riding with no issues. Make sure to review the cable that is needed for charging and purchase
the cable on Amazon so that you have the needed cable when you need to charge the batteries
on the goggles. One thing i would like to see on next generation set of goggles is potentially a
nose piece for the goggles. I had to make sure i pulled up my facial covering over my nose to
keep it protected from below zero temperatures. An added nose piece would make these
goggles complete in my assessment. See all reviews. More to consider from our brands. There's
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